Preventive Maintenance Agreement

Prevention is better than cure

The Preventive Maintenance Agreement ensures that appropriate maintenance activities are conducted at scheduled intervals. Bosch service specialists support you in defining a maintenance schedule and carry out maintenance work for you, to optimize the performance of your machinery and packaging systems.

Through this modular approach, you can tailor the Preventive Maintenance Agreement to your needs, to reduce losses and increase uptime and profitability.

Taking into account the level of maintenance activities performed, the product, environment and seasonal changes in your production volume, you can individually combine different services such as:

- Regular field service visits
- Scheduled maintenance work
- Preventive Maintenance Kits
- Stock Optimization
- Training
- Preventive maintenance services for electrical systems

Your benefits

- Preventive maintenance at scheduled intervals
- Reduced unexpected downtime
- Predefined maintenance costs
- Know-how transfer conducted by experts
- On the job training
- Detailed reports on interventions

Tailor your Preventive Maintenance Agreement
Options
We offer a broad range of options which can be added to your Preventive Maintenance Agreement.

Regular field service visits for inspection
Our field service technicians inspect the electrical and mechanical functions of your Bosch machines, check settings and define parts that require replacement. You will receive a report which helps you determine appropriate maintenance activities.

Scheduled maintenance work
Our field service technicians exchange wear parts that require replacement, inspect and adjust machine settings, lubricate mechanical parts and provide expert advice on machine operation and servicing.

Preventive Maintenance Kits (PM Kits)
PM Kits combine a well-adjusted selection of partially pre-assembled wear parts for main assembly groups with recommended exchange intervals. The maintenance schedule and the parts replacement can ideally be aligned to reduce downtime due to maintenance.

Stock Optimization
An analysis of your individual parts consumption is combined with up-to-date information on Bosch stock levels and delivery times. You can thus improve procurement planning, maximize spare parts availability and increase the profitability of your stock investment.

Training
The Bosch Packaging Academy offers a broad range of maintenance-related training courses and assistant solutions. With a more detailed understanding of your Bosch machines, you can achieve higher productivity, enhanced quality and more stable processes.

Preventive maintenance services for electrical systems
Special services such as thermal imaging, ultrasonic testing, switch cabinet cleaning or power quality analysis help you identify potential hazards before they cause personal and property damage.

Add-on services
If you prefer to have a Bosch maintenance expert at your side, the Embedded Engineer Program may be of interest to you. A service specialist is based directly at your site for a pre-defined period of time to support your operators and maintenance team in your day-to-day operations.

To identify improvement potential on your systems and processes, we can perform regular Line Check-ups and Technical Audits in addition to regular inspection visits.

For fast support during maintenance or in case of a breakdown, Remote Service is an excellent option. No matter where your machine is located, issues can be addressed remotely to reduce unplanned downtime.

For further information on these services please visit our website.

You will find your local partner at: [www.boschpackaging.com](http://www.boschpackaging.com)